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To maximize the use of the GPM satellites in understanding climate as well as weather, we need to improve the passive microwave

rainfall algorithm and make it capable of accommodating specifics of rainfall systems occurring in the Korean Peninsula and its

surrounding region.

For the over-ocean satellite rain estimation in East Asia, the main goals of this study are as follows:

(1) To develop rainfall retrieval algorithm for GPM over East Asia

(2) To build radiation-rain database optimization for satellite rainfall retrieval

(3) To develop GPM ground validation technique over the Korean Peninsula

 Korean Peninsula(EA1) and its surroundings have unique geographical and geophysical 
environments such as peninsula, surrounding oceans, strong baroclinic region, mid-latitude, 
monsoon rain in summer and so on.

 As expected, its precipitation characteristics are quite different from those of subtropical East Asia 
(EA2), and tropical East Asia (EA3). (Seo et al. 2008; Seo 2011; Sohn 2012). Those characteristics are 
clearly reflected in TB(85GHz) – rain rate relations (Seo 2009; Ryu et al. 2012). 

 Even though many efforts have been made in the GPROF rain  algorithm, it still shows large 
systematic bias compared to PR rain. 
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 Cloud profiles simulated by cloud-resolving models are frequently employed in building cloud-radiation databases
that are then used in passive microwave rain retrieval algorithms. However, these model-produced profiles show
dissimilarity from observed clouds when compared to vertical PR(DPR) structures and microwave brightness
temperatures. Hence, a critical step toward improving rain estimates from algorithms that use cloud-radiation
databases is to bring agreement between simulated and observed clouds, at least as judged by the joint
distribution of the associated microwave signatures.

 We make indirect use of actual radar and radiometer measurements of clouds, which provide detailed
information on their vertical structure. To take advantage of these observations, we use physical models to
simulate radar reflectivity and microwave TBs as a function of a small number of independent variables and
parameterizations derived from cloud-resolving model simulations. The independent variables are determined to
minimize disagreement between the simulated radar and radiometer observations and the actual TRMM
observations.

 We developed an efficient and unique method (the so-called hybrid EOF–1DVAR approach). The approach consists
of several steps. First, we filtered out the unrealistic model-generated profiles and restricted the database of
simulated cloud and precipitation profiles to only those that agree with the observations. We achieved that by
investigating the similarity of simulated and observed radar reflectivity profiles for both convective and stratiform
rain types.

 The next step is to reduce the number of unknowns in order to perform the optimization that otherwise would be
mathematically ill posed. Past studies have addressed this problem by sometimes making strong assumptions
such as removing some hydrometeor species and using a single ice category or using a low-order ice
parameterization with simple relations among the hydrometeor species. Instead, we reduce the dimension of the
hydrometeor content profiles by adopting the multivariate relations (EOF analysis) among hydrometeor species in
simulated clouds, thus efficiently alleviating the mathematically ill-posed problem.

 In the next couple of steps, the preselected simulated clouds are optimized against PR and TMI observations,
after first being represented in the EOF space. This EOF– 1DVAR approach uses sequential termwise optimization
procedures. The optimization approach results in scaling of the hydrometeor contents and modification of the
drop size distribution by allowing adjustments in the N0r (the intercept of the exponential distribution of rain),
often increasing the N0r in agreement with other studies. The end result is the generation of an optimal
precipitation radiation database.
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